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Games from the Interlude: Scaffolding for Agency in Dramatic Arts
Presented by Leah Towle of Lawrence, KS. Contact me at leahatowle@gmail.com.

Yes Let’s
Helpful for: willingness to try ideas that aren’t your own, actor body vs. character body

Students move around the room. One says “Let’s _______.” The group responds “Yes, let’s!”
Everyone acts out the activity suggested.
I often mention that some activities we can just do (such as jump) and others we will have to
pretend safely (such as pillow fight)

Yes, And
Helpful for: accepting each other’s ideas, creating together, taking turns sharing air time

Students sit in a circle. Someone starts with an offer “Once upon a time _______________.”
The next person says “Yes, and _________,” adding to the story. This continues around the
circle.
I present the idea of ‘yes, and’ as ‘yes’ means you are thinking about everything that has
happened so far in the story and that it is true for the story, and ‘and’ means that you are adding
your own idea. Depending on the group, you may have to say that your addition stops when you
reach the word ‘and’ in your storytelling. This helps identify when your turn is over if run on
sentences abound.

AB
Helpful for: imaginative listening, taking turns sharing air time, confidence in your own ideas

Students are in pairs. One person is partner A, the other is partner B. Partner A has 30 seconds
to fill with talking while partner B listens and nods. Then they switch. Afterward, reflect on what it
felt like to talk that long, what exciting or funny things the listeners heard, and what it felt like to
be listened to for your whole idea.
I give the class a topic to discuss for the allotted time. I often use the best ice cream flavor and
model with pickle ice cream so students pick comedic answers. Other times I will pick a topic
that is related to the lesson. This should be opinion and imagination based rather than a recall
of facts so all students have an even playing field for the perceived value of their ideas.
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Hi, My Name Is…

Helpful for: projection (big strong voice), participation
Students say “Hi, my name is ____________” and fill in the blank with their favorite breakfast
food or animal. Encourage students to use a big strong voice and send their sound to the
opposite wall.
I usually have everyone talk at once for a few rounds of practice, then line everyone up at one
end of the room. I stand at the opposite wall, and they take turns saying their sentences loud
enough for me to hear from so far away. The key is that projection is not the same as yelling.
Your strong voice should be supported by a big breath and not hurt your throat.

Clams Are Great
Helpful for: participation, projection practice, imaginative listening

Students stand in a circle. One student goes into the middle of the circle and says “Clams are
great because ___________________.” They fill in the blank with a clam fact. Clam facts do not
have to be true or related to clams. “Clams are great because Maria is wearing a tie dye jacket.”
After each clam fact, the group excitedly proclaims “Yeah!” After two or three clam facts, another
student from the circle can decide to jump in the middle and share some clam facts.
The turn taking is not in a predesignated order or teacher facilitated (beyond side coaching if
necessary). Students are responsible for helping the student get out of the middle so they aren’t
stuck there forever, and watching around the circle to make sure anybody who wants to share
clam facts gets to jump in. It can also be useful to reflect on what it feels like to have everyone
cheering your ideas.

Kicks and Balances
Helpful for: Actor body vs. character body, movement planning and control, awareness of space

Students spread out. They find 5 different ways to kick that keeps their body in control, keeps
them safe, and keeps the other people in the room safe. Then they find 5 different ways to jump
that keeps their body in control, keeps them safe, and keeps the other people in the room safe.
Then they find different ways to balance.
I usually invite them to balance with 1 point of their body on the floor, then 2, then 3, all the way
to 10 and then back down to 1. At the end I point out ways they kept themselves and each other
safe while also making really exciting movement choices.
This activity lets students explore their own ability to notice and plan if an idea will keep their
actor body safe, while also inviting them to create exciting and surprising movements. I
sometimes pick 2 of the three categories to do in order to accommodate the space. If the floor is
messy we skip balances because that involves hands on the floor and sitting on the floor. If it’s a
smaller space, I skip kicks, because regardless of students’ control there’s just not room for
them to succeed.



Dance Party
Helpful for: awareness of self/others, a model for setting up activity boundaries as opportunities

I give these guidelines to students before we dance.
● “You can move on the big carpet (physical space limitation),
● You can dance with a rainbow (invitation to use props that I have set on the side on the

floor; they do not have to use them, but may choose to if they find that exciting),
● You can sit by me if you need to rest (encourages self awareness and creates a safe

location for stillness),
● And you can move in your own space and be gentle with each other (hands to yourself

rule).
● It still works like freeze dance, so if the music stops, you stop.

I would suggest having played freeze dance successfully multiple times before adding some of
these layers, or emphasizing the freeze dance aspect the first few times. The key is that when
the music stops students stop moving, rather than trying to stay frozen for the duration of the
pause. This way if you need them to stop moving because you anticipate a risky choice about to
be made, they stop right away when you pause the music and you can redirect them. I
encourage artistry in the freezes by pointing out interesting shapes that students have frozen in.

1,2,3 Freeze
Helpful for: navigating high stakes and high movement stories in the middle of active play

When you slowly count “1,2,3” students move and then on the word “freeze” they hold a position
for the next moment of the story. Continue this pattern of “1,2,3 freeze” throughout the scene.
This moves students through epic battle style scenes without it becoming a free for all. You can
narrate what you see in the frozen pictures when you find it helpful to unifying the story.
I usually play this as a warm up before trying it within a story so that students get a feel for
moving to transition and freezing to highlight snapshots of the story. The warm up could still
have some context such as moving through a rainforest.


